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Introduction
MaxChat offers many different types of graph-based reports, and you can customize the time range of the report,
select which widgets to report on, and choose other filtering options as needed.
In addition to a weekly status report, you can generate many other reports as needed.
Note that access to the Analytics tab, where you access the custom reports, is required in order to view reports. If
your role in MaxChat was not granted access to the Analytics tab, you will not be able to see any custom reports.

Weekly Statistics Reports
The Weekly Statistics email is a great way to get a snapshot of your agent’s performance from the previous week.
It contains online and offline chat counts and a response time breakdown. Administrators can enable this report.
1.

Choose the widget and then select Settings > Options.

2.

In the Weekly stats email section, enter the email address where you want to send the weekly status
email.

3.

If you want to include a weekly log of chats and messages, check that option. Save your changes.

Custom Report Basics
On the Analytics tab you will find many different types of reports. For many reports, you can select a specific time
frame, choose which chat types to include, and pick which widgets to include in the report.

Specifying a Date Range
For many reports, you can specify a relative time range for the
report (such as the last 7 days, the last month, or the last year)
or enter a specific start and end date.
In some cases, entering a custom time frame will be limited to a
maximum of 30 days. If you specify a longer custom date than is
allowed, then you will see a warning message.
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Specifying Which Widgets to Include in Reports
You can also choose which types of chats to include, and which widgets
to include in the report.
To select a widget for a report,
1.

Click the plus sign (+) beside Widget Selection.

2.

Choose Select All or click the specific widget you want. Note
that you can also reset your selection.

To choose which types of chats to include,
1.

In the Chat Types section, choose from Online options Manual
Online, Proactive (if you have enabled Proactive Chat), or Not
Responded.

2.

You can also choose Manual Offline from the Offline choices.

Exporting Report Data to CSV Files
In many individual reports, you can click the Download icon to
download (export) the chart’s data to a CSV file.
Look for the download icon in the top-right corner of the report.

Choosing a Time Interval for Reports
In some reports, you can choose the interval for the report:
Hours, Days, or Weeks.
This option appears in the upper right corner.
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Choosing the Number of Results
In a few reports, you can specify the number of results that you
want to see.
One report where you can do this is the Visitor Information >
Audience report.

Viewing Details of Report Data
In some reports, you can click a bar or a point on a line chart to get details on that period (that date, week, or
month).
For example, in the Overview report, clicking a date bar opens a new panel below the chart. The new panel
provides details about that date.
In some cases, you can sort the data in the details panel by clicking a column heading.
The next figure illustrates how clicking the 1/20 bar in the chart opened a details panel containing that week’s
data.
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Clicked here

For further details on a specific chat in the details panel, click that chat.

The Reports
Reports are organized by tab:
•

Overview Reports

•

Agent Performance Reports

•

Visitor Information Reports

•

Visitor Experience Reports
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Overview Reports
To view the overview data, select Analytics > Overview.
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The page shows you how many chats your agents are handling, how many offline contacts you tend to get, how
many chats you’re missing, and the comparison of incoming proactive vs reactive chats.
•

The Overview Breakdown compares the number of online chats versus offline chats. Click a bar to see
details about that time period. Click a segment of the circle to see details about that segment.

•

The Overview Report compares online versus offline chats over a specified data range. Click a bar to see
details about that time period.

•

The Hourly Contact Count graph shows your aggregated contacts per hour of the day for each date in the
specified range, by day or week.
Because chat activity can come in waves, you can use this graph to discover trends in your chat requests,
including typical peaks and valleys when chat requests may spike and drop.
Click a point on the line to see details about that time period.
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Agent Performance Reports
Agent Performance reports show data on agent response time, chat duration, agent availability, agent survey
results, and agent transfers.
To view these reports, select Analytics > Agent Performance.

Agent Performance Response
To view these reports, select Analytics > Agent Performance > Response.
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These reports provide data on agent response time, from various perspectives.
•

Hourly Average Response Time – This graph shows the average response time for each hour of the day
(0-24). Click a point on the line to see details for that time of the day.

•

Agent Response Time Distributed – This chart shows how your agent response time changes over the
specified date range. Use this chart to identify problematic times of the day (or days of the week), so that
you can improve your service or staffing over those periods. Click a point on the line to see details for that
date.

•

Agent Response Time Binned – This chart is a roll-up view of your response scores sorted into different
“bins.” You can drill down on any of the bins (click the bar) in this report to find out what happened with
those high response times, or long durations, or low survey scores. Click on a bar to open a detail
windows below the chart, which show you details of the chats and the agents in those chat sessions.
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Agent Performance Duration
To view these reports, select Analytics > Agent Performance > Duration.
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•

Agent Duration Hourly –This graph shows the average chat duration time for each hour of the day (0-24)
for the specified time period. Click on a point on the line to see the data for that time of day.

•

Agent Duration Distributed – This graph shows how the average chat duration changes of the specified
time period, by day or week. This helps you identify your busiest and least busy periods. Click on a bar to
see the data behind that timeframe.

•

Agent Duration Binned – This chart chunks your chat durations into different bins. You can see details for
a specific bin by clicking the bar in the chart; a detail panel opens below the chart.

•

Agent list – This table shows the agents that had chats during this time period. It lists the number of chats,
the average response time, and the average chat duration. Hover your mouse over a column heading to
read a description of that field. Click a heading to sort the list by that column.
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Agent Availability
This report shows availability by agent. To view this report, select Analytics > Agent Performance > Availability.

•

Green blocks represent periods when the agent was logged in and available

•

Yellow blocks represent periods of time when an agent was logged in but was set to the “Paused” status

•

The white tick marks are scaled hour marks, hover your cursor over one to see the hour it represents.

The Green blocks in the “Total Availability” bar at the top represent times when at least one agent was online and
set to “Available.”
To view individual chats are shown below the table once a specific agent is selected.
General notes:
•

When an agent status is Paused, that does not necessarily mean the agent is not handling chats. The
agent could have still-active chats or could be taking transferred chats.

•

When an agent status is Available, it does not necessarily mean they are not at their maximum chat
count.

This report is helpful when doing staffing plan; it shows a high-level view of your chat team’s availability.
With large data ranges the report is hard to decipher; therefore, the maximum time range on this report is 31 days.
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Agent Performance Survey
These reports provide insight into post-chat survey scores. To view these reports, select Analytics > Agent
Performance > Survey.
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•

Agent Survey Hourly – This graph shows the average survey results for each hour of the day (0-24). Click
a point on the line to see the chats for that hour of the day.

•

Agent Survey Distributed – This chart shows how your survey responses change over the specified date
range. Use this chart to identify problematic times of the day (or days of the week), so that you can
improve your service or staffing over those periods.

•

Agent Survey Binned Report – This chart chunks your survey results into different bins. You can drill
down on any of the bins (click the bar) in this chart to examine what happened with high or low survey
scores. Clicking on a bar shows details for that segment below the chart.
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Agent Performance Transfers
The various Transfer reports provide insight on the chats that were transferred during the specified time period,
for the widgets you’ve specified. Transfers are shown for each agent. To view these reports, select Analytics >
Agent Performance > Transfers.

Details for an agent’s chats appear below the tables when you select an agent.
•

Widget to Widget Transfers– This report shows chats that were transferred from one widget to another.
If an agent just transfers the chat to another widget, and keeps the chat, then that agent will be both the
creator and receiver of the transfer, and the chat will be counted in the ‘Created’ and ‘Received’ columns
but will only be counted once in the ‘Unique Transfers’ column. Note that agents can do a Broadcast
transfer to another widget; in this case, the creator and receiver will be two different agents. Click an
agent name to view details about that agent’s transfers.

•

Agent to Agent Transfers – This report shows chat transfers from one agent to another. Transfers can
come from either a direct transfer to a specific agent, or from a broadcast transfer to a widget in which a
different agent accepted the chat.

•

Failed Transfers – This report shows chat transfers that failed. This includes transfers where the
requesting agent takes the chat back and transfers where the chat ends before the transfer completes.

•

Agent Reassignments – This report shows chat that were reassigned to an agent because the original
agent did not accept the chat. Click an agent name to view details about that agent’s chat reassignments.

Visitor Information Reports
To view these reports, select Analytics > Visitor Information.
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Visitor Information Environment
This report shows the operating systems and browsers that your visitors are using. This information can help
when your business is evaluating which older versions of operating systems your products need to support.
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Visitor Information Pages
This report shows URLs where chats were started, URLS of entry pages where your visitors landed, URLs from
which visitors arrived, and search keywords that visitors used to find your site.
Note that the referral URLS are increasingly being blocked by search engines, making this information less
reliable for you.
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Visitor Information Audience
This report shows you language and country information for your visitors.
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Visitor Experience Reports
To view these reports, select Analytics > Visitor Experience.

Visitor Experience Wait Time
These reports analyze average wait time and rate of change of response time.

•

Hourly Average Wait Time – This report shows the average wait time for a specified time period. This
information can help you identify when you need to increase, or decrease, agent staffing. Click a point on
the line to see the data behind that value.
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•

Visitor Wait Time Distributed – This chart shows how your agent response time changes over the
specified date range. Use this chart to identify problematic times of the day (or days of the week), so that
you can improve your service or staffing over those periods. Click a point on the line to see the chats
behind that wait time.

•

Visitor Wait Time Binned – This report shows wait times grouped into durations. For example, the data
may be divided into chats with less than a 15-second wait time, chats with less than a 20-second wait
time, and so on. Click a bar to view the chats that fell into that category.
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Visitor Experience Queue Time
These reports analyze the time your visitors spend in the chat queue.
•

Hourly Average Time in Queue – This report shows the average amount of time visitors spent waiting in
the queue for each hour of the day. This helps identify your busy periods of the day, pointing out times
where you can consider adjusting your staffing levels.

•

Chats in Queue vs Total Count – This report compares the chats that are in the queue versus the total
number of chats.

•

Visitor Queue Time Binned – This report shows queue times grouped into durations.

Capacity Report
This chart provides data on team capacity. Categories that are included are In Progress, In Queue, Maximum
Capacity and New Capacity.
Click the ? icon in the upper right corner of the graph for more details.
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